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SUMMARY 

In July 2017, Wetland Studies and Solutions Inc. (WSSI) was contracted by Symphony Village 

Homeowners Association, Inc. (SVHOA) to provide an assessment of all trees at Symphony 

Village in Centerville, Maryland at the request of the Landscape and Irrigation Committee / Tree 

Subcommittee.   

International Society of Arboriculture (ISA) Certified Arborists from WSSI conducted the 

evaluation of the trees during August and September 2017.  The trees were measured and 

assessed for current condition and overall health and their location (nearest property address and 

Latitude/ Longitude) were assigned using GIS software.  

A total of 1,793 trees were evaluated, with recommendations for treatment and maintenance.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Colorful fall foliage on Crape Myrtles  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Project Location 

Symphony Village is located at 100 Symphony Way off Centreville Road and Taylor Mill Road, 

Centreville, Maryland on the Eastern Shore, approximately 18 miles east of the Bay Bridge 

(Exhibit 1- Vicinity Map). Across Taylor Mill Road is an agricultural field and surrounding the 

entire property is Mill Stream Branch Environmental Area, a stream valley of mature mixed 
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hardwoods. It is reported that the project site was a former sand and gravel mine. The site is 

approximately 138 acres and contains 395 home sites.  

 

Background 

The Symphony Village Community has recently been built out having begun construction in 

2005.  Now that trees have been growing for 2 to 11 years, they are beginning to fill out and 

make a great difference in providing a visual aesthetic as well as environmental benefits. 

Realizing the need to develop a systematic approach, the Tree Subcommittee issued an RFP for a 

consulting arborist “to provide a comprehensive approach to plan, protect, and manage the 

trees”. WSSI responded to the RFP and was selected to provide the requested services.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Young but vigorous trees -  in approximately ten years the crowns will meet across the streets 
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Assignment 

WSSI was contracted to provide on-site ISA Certified Arborist’s for the following tasks 

(excerpts from the RFP):  

1. Examination and Assessment Reports 

The on-site inspections shall be conducted for the purpose of identifying pest infestation, 

present diseases, overall tree health and suggested remedial actions. 

a. Affix an aluminum numbered tag on the trees for reference; 

b.  Assess the overall health of street and common area trees; 

c. Assess for diseases, insects, and prioritize for remedial action; 

d. Assess Ash trees for evidence of Emerald Ash Borer; 

e. Assess girdling and surface root growth of all trees (emphasis on street trees) and 

advise if roots can be removed without harm to the trees; 

f. If a tree's removal is suggested - recommend a replacement tree for that given 

site; 

g. Advise when overcrowding is affecting tree(s) health; 

h. Assess whether pruning is necessary; 

i. Identify and prioritize problems according to their immediate threat to the tree(s) 

health; 

 

2.  Prepare a seasonal report of your activities and send an electronic copy to the Tree 

Subcommittee 

3.  Attend a meeting, with the Tree subcommittee, to discuss the report 

Note: Numbered trees in the report will be identified by street address whenever possible. 

If not possible their location shall be identified by GPS latitude and longitude. 

This data and recommendations have been summarized and developed into the following 

deliverables, that will provide a valuable base of information and will be built upon and updated 

going forward year after year: 

 Color aerial map with identifying tree numbers, property boundaries, and addresses; 

 Tree-by- tree table of collected data, observations, and recommendations;  

 Summary report of species, definitions of issues and defects, prioritized;  

 Recommendations for treatment and maintenance, and representative photos of species 

and issues; and, 

 Presentation to the Committee.  
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Limits of Assignment 

The tree assessments were performed during a three-week window and represent a snapshot in 

time. Tree health and condition is in constant flux, sometimes very slowly, and sometimes quite 

suddenly. Only a visual on grade evaluation was performed at this time. Many of a trees issues 

and defects can and do appear unseen, below ground, or out of site in the upper crown.  No 

subsurface testing or soil or tissue testing was performed. The determinations and 

recommendations presented here are based on current data and conditions that existed at the time 

of the evaluation and cannot be a predictor of the ultimate outcome for the evaluated trees in the 

future. 

 

Numbered aluminum tags were affixed with 

aluminum nails above six feet for each tree.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OBSERVATIONS 

Methods 

Field work was performed by Daniel Misch, International Society of Arboriculture (ISA) 

Certified Arborist #UT- 4564AU, and Chris Cowles, #MA-5335A, MD LTE621, during August 

and September 2017.   

A hand held tablet with pre-entered drop down menu of applicable species and defects, notes, 

and issues was used by the field arborist to provide seamless transition from field to Excel 

spreadsheet document thereby minimizing office typing errors.  

A forester’s diameter measuring tape was used to collect the diameter at four and one- half feet 

above the ground, an industry standard.  

The 2013 digital aerial was downloaded from Maryland's Mapping & GIS Data Portal (MD 

iMap)  HTTP://IMAP.MARYLAND.GOV/. The study area property lines were derived from parcel 

data acquired from Queen Anne’s County, MD Planning and Zoning Department dated 2013. 

 

http://imap.maryland.gov/
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The tree locations were pinned to the aerial in the field to import the latitude and longitude 

values via GPS to create the spatial points in GIS for the map. Addresses were imported from 

GIS available data.  

Common names and botanical names are listed. For trees having several cultivars (such as the 

ornamental pears or Crape Myrtles) the root species is given (i.e. Callery Pear or Crapemyrtle 

spp.)   

Genera of the trees are given as an aid in breaking down the classifications. 

The Condition Assessment was broken down as follows. Percentages are a scale developed by 

the Council of Tree and Landscape Appraisers/ International Society of Arboriculture:  

 Very Good (no trees were rated Very Good due to the young age of trees- standard 

practice)  90% +     

 Good  70- 89%  

 Fair  50- 69%  

 Poor   25- 49% 

 Critical 1 – 24%  

 Dead  0%  

Site and Tree Assessment Summary 

The following are some summary breakdowns of the 1,793 trees assessed. A complete 

breakdown of all the Genera and Species are included in Exhibit 2 – Genera and Species 

Summary.  

Number of Genera – 28 

Top six Genera: Acer (Maples) 28%; Picea (Spruce) 16%; Quercus (Oaks) 10%; Pinus 9%; 

Ulmus (elm) 4%; Pyrus (pear) 4%; Fraxinus (ash) 4%.  

Number of Species – 44   

Condition rating – totals breakdown: / Map Color Code 

 Good  1,286 or 72% / BLUE 

 Fair  452 or 25% / GREEN 

 Poor  44 or 2% / YELLOW 

 Critical 4 or < 1% / RED  

 Dead  4 or < 1% / BROWN 

Address is the closest mailing address for the tree. The 100 Symphony Way address includes the 

Community Facility Complex and Parking Lots.  

Area of Site is a general description of where the trees are found. Tree location can have a great 

effect on long term health and management recommendations. These areas are as follows:  

 Sidewalk Strip - Street trees in front of residences on the right of way 
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 Highway Frontage / Entry - Taylor Mill Road Frontage and berm, and community entry 

and median 

 Parking lots on either side of Community Complex 

 Community Facility Complex – entire complex not counting parking lots  

 Stormwater Ponds -  Principally planted trees around the SWM ponds 

 Behind Units - Common areas between rear yards 

 Perimeter Planted Trees - Common trees behind dwelling units along the forest edge  

 Traffic Circle and Loops 

 Forest Edge Trees -  some planted some mature forest trees needing maintenance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

Common Defects or Issues with Representative Photos –  

Our assessment of trees at Symphony Village revealed the following defects and issues. Included 

are representative photos. For technical definitions refer to the Exhibit B - Glossary.   

These defects or issues vary as to level of priority, and some are cause for immediate concern. 

Most issues can be treated within a couple year window, while some need attention prior to next 

year’s growing season (April) to prevent or not increase the problem significantly.  A brief 

comment on “priority” is included. Unfortunately, many communities neglect the less obvious 

conditions leading eventually to serious infrastructure repairs, tree failure, or injury to property 

or persons.  
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Small deadwood, Improper pruning 

 

 For young trees, small dead branches present a safety hazard as street trees with 

pedestrians on sidewalks. Small deadwood can be a sign of below ground conditions that 

should be addressed that may not heal itself on its own. Or it can be caused by a season of 

drought for a susceptible tree. Pruning out deadwood or declining, crowded branching 

allows a young tree to focus more on growing and opening the live crown to light and air. 

Non street trees would be lower priority.  Improper pruning can be corrected at this time 

as well. Recommendation is “Routine Pruning” or “Training Pruning”.  
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Included Bark  

 

Over time this condition may contribute to splitting during storms, and recommendations 

are tree specific while many trees may be too advanced to correct. Treatment is typically 

multi-year, pruning back one third of a co-dominant limb each year. Recommendations 

are tree specific. Street trees and parking lots would be a higher priority. We recommend 

the development of a high priority list for addressing in 2018. “Training Pruning” 

would include these trees.  
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Girdling Root (Visual)  

 

These constricting roots are one of the easiest 

to spot and treat, yet ignored by many 

otherwise qualified arborists. Long term 

decline and mortality can result if neglected 

over time. Work can be prioritized by tree age 

or geographically over 1-3 years. 

Recommendation is to “Prune Girdling 

Root.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Buried Trunk Flare  

 

Similar to Girdling Root, suspected girdling 

root conditions are unseen as they occur buried 

under mulch or soil. Long term decline and 

mortality can result if neglected over time. 

These conditions need to be exposed to 

diagnose and treat. A small (150 CFM) 

supersonic Airtool (SSAT) is a quick tool 

arborist’s employ for this inspection. For budget 

reasons, trees can be inspected / treated over 3-4 

years, with larger diameter trees first or merely 

geographical groupings.  Recommendation is 

“SSAT Inspect and Prune”  
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Curb or Street Light Clearance 

 

Growing, low hanging limbs will droop lower each year to contact vehicles on streets and 

pedestrians over walks. Street lights will be shaded. Each year there will be some trees 

needing this work, but this situation is easily corrected when the trees are young. Street 

trees and parking lots are the prime areas for these. Recommendation is “Clearance 

Pruning.” 
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Trunk Decay, Basal Decay, Branch Decay  

 

 For young trees, some decay is minor.  

Other decay can grow, leading to structural 

failure in the various tree parts. For young 

trees the recommendation is to “Inspect” 

annually and then “Routine Prune” or 

“Removal” if the condition exacerbates. 

Mature forest edge trees are given a high 

priority for pruning deadwood or removal 

of the entire tree if structures or pedestrians 

are in the target zone. Recommendation is 

“Inspect”, “Routine Prune”, or 

“Remove”. 

 

 

 

 

 

Suppressed  

 

If trees planted too close together, some are 

outperformed by adjacent trees resulting in 

leaning toward sunlight, decline in shaded 

foliage and branch decline. If there is no 

reason to expect the condition will change 

the recommendation is “Removal” with 

no replacement. This will often allow the 

adjacent trees room to “breath” and fill out.  
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Stressed  

 

Stunted growth, small foliage, tip decline, and 

insect pest or disease are common signs of 

stress. Supplemental watering during droughts 

can be pro-active. Subsurface liquid soil 

injections with beneficial fungi and 

micronutrients often helps. Addressing other 

issues listed for the tree can often benefit the 

stressed young tree. Recommendations are 

“Inspect”, Supplemental Watering”, or 

“Soil / Root Treatment” if symptoms repeat 

themselves.  
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Hardware Damage  

 

For very young trees less than one to two years 

after planting, adjustments may be needed to 

tighten guying hardware. Some play is 

acceptable because minor movement 

encourages a root growth response. Removal 

of damaging, scraping, or girdling supportive 

hardware is a priority- often done during the 

dormant season. Once trees are stable 

(normally 3-4” diameter) their supports can be 

removed unless there are signs the tree remains 

stable. Recommendation is “Adjust Guying 

Hardware” or Remove Hardware”.  
 

 

 

Sidewalk Raised  

 

Sidewalk issues are a very high priority. Raised 

walk sections are generally caused by small, 

shallow, radiating roots seeking moisture under 

pavement that increase in diameter over time 

and slowly lift edges of one or more panels. 

Trip and fall settlements for municipalities with 

lots of street trees are very high- over a million 

dollars annually. The ADA standard minimum 

for sidewalks edges is ¼” gap. A systematic, 

prioritized, and documented method of 

identification and treatment is also key to 

avoiding negligence. (please consult with your 

insurance company) Various treatment options 

can be considered. Realize with trees this close 

to sidewalks (and eventually- driveways) this is 

long term issue that grows. Some solutions are 

as follows:  

 Concrete Horizontal Cutting of identified, 

raised, sidewalk edges annually or semi- 

annually; 
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 Raising adjoining walk sections to match by pumping compactable slurry is also 

common;  

 Vinyl / plastic root barrier panels. Note this technique involve cutting surface roots for 

existing trees 12”- 24” deep, which could lead to unstable conditions in storms; and, 

 Replacing several adjoining panels with a monolithic flexible pervious rubber / stone mix 

that allows air and water to penetrate thus inclining roots to stay lower in the soil under 

walks. Such installation can provide a longer, very slight incline to raise over existing 

roots without damage. 

Each community selects one of more methods that suits them for various applications. Refer 

to Exhibit H – Urban Design; Exhibit I Sidewalk Hazards; Exhibit J ADA Compliance; 

Exhibit L – Trip Hazards for several informative references / options.  

 

Pest / Disease Issues  

 

These may be seasonal, or rarely occurring, or may come in sporadic waves, or may occur year 

after year if not treated. Timing is often essential to achieve the most benefit. Local qualified 

arborists are the best source for prioritization and treatments- as they keep up with local trends, 

soils issues, weather issues, latest non-native invasive pests, and treatments from researchers 

from regional universities such as the University of Maryland Agriculture Extension office, but 

most of all- successes with other clients. We recommend a local qualified arborist (and certified 

pesticide applicator) provide a species / pest specific treatment plan that lays out the general 

timing, number of applications, method of application, and chemical. See “Spruce Foliage 

Issues” and Exhibit M Cytospora.  Recommendations: “Treat Pest / Disease Issues.”  
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CONCLUSIONS 

The urban forest in Symphony Village overall is young and thriving. The landscape value alone 

for the community will grow every year. The following are some big picture items to consider 

for the future:  

 Managing trees as part of the community infrastructure is a worthwhile endeavor that will 

reduce future problems and increase property values;  

 Remember that trees are biology and genetics affect all species, and individual trees-  

thus specific environments (soils, moisture, space, light) can allow variations in cause / 

effect, and response;  

 Within 10 years some streets will have a closed canopy, meaning more shading of hot 

pavement in the summer and allowing more Stormwater to be intercepted and slowed 

before impacting the ground; 

 More walls and windows will be shaded during the summer, reducing air conditioning 

costs;  

 More pollutants will be filtered; and, 

 Native trees bearing seeds and nuts will attract urban wildlife (good and bad). 

The following recommendations will assist in current management as well give some long term 

items for consideration.  

_______________________________________________________________ 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following is a summary of all maintenance tasks recommended based upon the defects/ 

issues from the assessment. Note the two tasks with the highest count (in Asterisks): 

Primary and Secondary Maintenance (Descending Order of Magnitude)  

 

SSAT Inspect for Girdling Root * 495  *TOTAL GIRDLING ROOTS = 873 

Prune Girdling Roots *  378 

Pruning Priority 1**   6 

Routine Pruning**   357  **TOTAL PRUNING = 520 trees 

Insect / Disease Treatment  289   

Sidewalk Maintenance (Trees) 139  

Training Pruning**    104 

Clearance Pruning**   59 

Removals Priority 1   3 

Removals Priority 2   37 
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Remove Guying Hardware (Total)  16  

Adjust Guying Support   5 

Mulching     47 

Follow up Inspections Spring 2018 32  

 

Recommendations for Specific Tree Management 

Emerald Ash Borer  

 

Continue treating the ash tree with a stem injection of emamectin benzoate every two years to 

prevent attack by the emerald ash borer. Deep-root injection of slow-release fertilizer every fall 

will also help to promote health and root development.  

Continued monitoring for health and condition will be critical in maintaining the tree in a safe and 
healthy condition. 

 

Spruce Foliage Issues 

 

“Picea” or spruce is the second largest genera on the property at 15%. That would be 

approximately 270 trees- mainly non-street trees. Colorado blue and Norway are the main 

species. Many of these have foliage issues and lack an easy fix. Cytospora or Leucostoma canker 

is the prime culprit, but environmental stresses can promote infections. From the UMD 

Extension Bulletin (see Exhibits M) we can summarize as follows:    

 Fungicide sprays are not effective and not recommended; 

 Prune diseased limbs during winter or dry weather to prevent reinfection; 

 Manage tree stress particularly drought; 

 Secondary infections such as red spider mites are common; 

 Mulch trees; 

 Prevent mower wounding; 

 Fertilize in fall to promote spring growth; 

 Remove dead or dying trees; and, 

 Consider replacement species. 

 

 

 

Pruning and Girdling Root Treatment 
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These are very numerous tasks in total. One way to reduce annual effort and cost over a two or 

three-year period s is to select two or three diameter classes each year beginning with the largest. 

Refer to Exhibit N – ANSI A300 Pruning for technical information. Priorities for crown pruning 

are as follows:  

 Pruning deadwood of forest perimeter mature trees adjacent structures/ streets. 

Fortunately, there are few of these; 

 Clearance Pruning for streets, walks, and street lights, stop signs; 

 Training and Routine Pruning to address early structure problems; 

 Storm damage- clean up and prune as needed.  

Girdling Root Pruning with hand tools is quick and easy for someone trained.  

Buried Root Flare (potential girdling roots) takes special equipment and several minutes a tree. 

These two can be combined or separate. Any crown pruning should also include Girdling Root 

Pruning where applicable.  

 

Follow up Inspection  

 

These are typically performed annually but can be seasonal depending upon the priorities. Each 

season has its own benefits for scheduling inspections:  

 Fall (September – October) is good to target dormant tasks such as pruning, and hardware 

removal;  

 Spring (Feb- March) is good for pro-active Pest / Disease Issues; 

 Summer (June – August) is good for determining stress from lack of adequate moisture; 

Other summer issues as well as fall inspections are geared towards the following years 

maintenance- often done in the dormant time of year (October – March). 

 Sidewalk Inspections – check with your attorneys and/ insurance company. How many 

inspections a year is recommended? How many times a year to treat? Documentation of 

inspections?  

Another inspection is to verify work of the contract arborist or landscaper. These may be “pre-

construction” or prior to start up- or on day one as a kick off review; another inspection for 

specific tasks is often near wrap up as a progress / punch list to allow time for corrections.  

 

Recommendations for General Tree Management 

Looking to the future some considerations for budget and management:  

 As young trees grow some will develop issues, but hopefully others have issues that will 

be treated now when young to decrease future problems;  
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 Larger trees will mean more leaves- the landscape budget will increase. Perhaps some 

composting opportunities can be worked out to provide some benefit;  

 Trees planted with less constraints than those in sidewalk strips will require less 

maintenance;  

 Sidewalk Strip Tree (aka Street tree) species that grow large- oaks, elms, zelkova, 

London planes, and ash, will increasingly cause more repairs to infrastructure- curbs, 

walks, driveways, pavement, utilities. And some trees may be targeted for removal as the 

infrastructure liabilities outweigh the benefits; Some requests for removal will come from 

home owners and some from the HOA / Landscape Committee. This will require some 

procedures and guidelines – assuming they don’t exist already;  

 As trees mature, it will become obvious to the trained observer that some trees are better 

suited as street trees- with less maintenance costs for trees and infrastructure alike- 

replacement of high maintenance species with lower- could be considered; As well some 

species may be high maintenance no matter where they are planted  such as spruces and 

Norway maples;    

 As trees mature the need to have similar species for an entire block becomes less 

noticeable- thus replacing a “high maintenance” tree with a more suitable tree- can be 

considered. Consider a short list of “alternate replacements” to keep the decision making 

easier;  

 Some trees were designed to be planted very close for immediate screening purposes (8-

15’). If trees die or decline not all trees in groups or clusters need be replaced- or should 

be replaced.  Available sunlight is of great importance to trees. In addition, planting pit 

excavations will encounter root masses amid clusters and groups of trees- causing some 

damage to plant new trees. Also consider that allowing a small gap amidst tree groups 

will allow the adjacent to trees to fill out, and cause less stress for sun and nutrients and 

moisture.  

 Continue to mulch trees where possible. The list of benefits is quite high. A rule of thumb 

is for each inch of trunk diameter allow one-foot diameter of mulch. A 15” trunk 

diameter would equal a 15’ diameter mulch ring. Granted the strict application of this 

formula for 1000 trees might drive a landscape contractor crazy- so some rounding off or 

average sizes could be calculated.    

 

 

ARBORIST DISCLOSURE AND GENERAL LIMITATIONS 

This report has been prepared by an Arborist certified by the International Society of 

Arboriculture. Arborists are tree specialists who use their education, knowledge, training and 

experience to examine trees, recommend measures to enhance the beauty and health of the trees 
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and attempt to reduce the risk of living near trees. Arborists cannot detect every condition that 

could possibly lead to the structural failure of a tree. Since trees are living organisms, conditions 

are often hidden within the tree and below ground. Arborists cannot guarantee that a tree will be 

healthy or safe under all circumstances, or for a specific period of time. Likewise, the results of 

remedial treatments cannot be guaranteed. Trees can be managed but they cannot be controlled. 

To live near trees is to accept some degree of risk and the only way to eliminate all risk 

associated with trees is to eliminate all of the trees.  

Tree assessment provided by WSSI is based on visual recording at the time of inspection. Visual 

records do not include testing or analysis and do not include aerial or subterranean inspection. 

WSSI is not responsible for discovery or identification of hidden or otherwise non-observable 

conditions or risks. Records may not remain accurate after inspection due to variable 

deterioration of inventoried material and site disturbance. WSSI provides no warranty with 

respect to the fitness of the urban forest for any use or purpose whatsoever or for future 

outcomes of the assessed trees. Clients may choose to accept or disregard WSSI’s 

recommendations or to seek additional advice. WSSI’s visual inspection is confined to the 

designated subject tree(s) and the inspections for this project are performed in the interest of 

facts of the tree(s) without prejudice to or for any other service or any interested party.  

We offer no opinion and do not purport to opine on the possible application of various building 

codes, zoning ordinances, other land use or platting regulations, environmental or health laws 

and other similar statutes, laws, ordinances, code and regulations affecting the possible use and 

occupancy of the Property for the purpose for which it is being used, except as specifically 

provided above. We make no other warranties, either expressed or implied, and our report is not 

a recommendation to buy, sell or develop the property. 

The foregoing opinions are based on applicable laws, ordinances, and regulations in effect as of 

the date hereof and should not be construed to be an opinion as to the matters set out herein 

should such laws, ordinances or regulations be modified, repealed or amended. 

 

WETLAND STUDIES AND SOLUTIONS, INC. 

  

 

Chris Cowles, ISA Certified Arborist# MA-0553A, MD LTE #000621, MD RPF #323  

Senior Urban Forestry Consultant 

 

 


